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Plastics
Plastics can play a positive role in some sustainability
issues, including reducing food waste, reducing
product weight to enable more efficient transportation,
improved building materials, or better hygiene.
However, their sheer volume of production and nondegradable nature means they have come to epitomize
the problems of the end-to-end or linear economy.
When thinking about the three principles of the
circular economy—eliminating waste and pollution,
circulating products and materials, and regenerating
nature—many tend to associate plastics with the
first two. They view the plastics problem from the
perspective of recycling and product life-cycle design.
Yet, plastics fundamentally violate the third principle
as they introduce a non-degrading substance into the
natural world.
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Less than 2% of plastics currently come from biobased materials. The remainder are derived from
fossil fuels, which are broken down with energyintensive processes and then mixed with chemicals
to create different types of plastics. The resulting
synthetic product is not found anywhere in nature and
does not easily decompose. Plastics can break into
smaller parts but cannot break apart. The large-scale
production and poor practices around disposal have
made plastic a ubiquitous substance in nature—so
much so that plastics are a marker of the current
geological era1 and have given rise to a new microbial
habitat known as the plastisphere.2
After climate change, plastic pollution may be the next
biggest environmental crisis. Due to the multiple and
cascading risks posed by plastic pollution, it is seen as
a multiplier that can act in tandem with other stressors
like climate change and overexploitation of marine
resources to cause far greater damage than if each
occurred in isolation.3
The Ellen MacArthur Foundation estimates that 95%
of plastic packaging material is lost to the economy
after its first use. As such, plastic packaging has
become an enemy of the circular economy and has
prominently entered the crosshairs of consumers and
regulators. Over one-third of global plastic use is in the
packaging sector. As regulators address the plastics
issue and consumers become more aware of the
sustainability pressures plastic packaging presents,
we expect the single-use plastics space to be radically
reshaped in the coming decade as companies use
alternative materials (paper, aluminum, etc.), innovate
better plastics (bioplastics, etc.), and use less
packaging material altogether.
International collaboration plays a crucial role in the
fight against plastic pollution. That’s why the outcome
of a recent United Nations Environment Assembly is a
positive step forward toward tackling the problem. In
March 2022, 175 countries agreed to draw up a global
and legally binding treaty to end plastic pollution—with
a view to finalizing the treaty by the end of 2024.
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Plastics in RIIM
One of our internally developed databases feeding
our RIIM analysis is devoted to packaging statistics
and targets for consumer products companies. The
database has a strong focus on household and
personal care (HPC) companies, where consumer
preferences have been most pronounced. Over half
of the HPC companies in the MSCI All Country World
Index specifically mentioned that they were motivated
to improve the sustainable profile of their products due
to increased consumer interest in the environmental
footprint of their purchases. Many see sustainable
packaging as a way to meet consumer expectations.
We expect companies that disclose targets and
progress related to sustainable packaging will likely
see greater growth and returns in the long run as

consumers increasingly consider the environmental
impact of packaging in purchasing decisions. These
companies will also be less financially impacted by
regulation and taxation that seek to restrict plastic use
and increase recyclability.
As an input into RIIM, data related to packaging
targets are readily available to our equity and credit
analysts covering the consumer products industries.
Importantly, we recognize that the change needed to
address the environmental crisis created by plastic
packaging is not as simple as switching materials, nor
can the long-term solution sit squarely with recycling.
Understanding a company’s long-term packaging
plans is an important part of our analysis.

Plastics-Related
Factors Featured
in RIIM
Primary plastics-related data inputs
(non-exhaustive list)

RAW MATERIALS
Packaging performance
Packaging targets
Raw material from
sustainable sources

ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCT
SUSTAINABILITY
Green revenue (nurturing
circular economies)

ESG ACCOUNTABILITY
Reporting standards
Performance targets
Executive committee
accountability
Board accountability
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Many leading companies within the HPC industry expect to complete full overhauls
of their packaging between 2025 and 2030. Businesses have responded to changing
consumer preferences and expectations by switching to alternative materials
such as aluminum or paper. Meanwhile, others have adopted new policies, like
eliminating plastic bags entirely, as they simultaneously make other changes to their
products or supply chains. More meaningful changes will come with the help of
technological breakthroughs and rethinking of the packaging equation (including
reusable/refillable solutions).

Plastic-Intensive Industries Are Responding in Different Ways4
Within the HPC sector, innovations are broadly focused on three different outcomes
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Plastic packaging is
broken down to make
new products (open-loop
or closed-loop)
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Plastics Composting
Plastic packaging is
decomposed in a home
or industrial composting
facility
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Refill at Home
Reusable container
is refilled at home
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Refill on the Go
Reusable container
is refilled away from
home/in store
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up from home by a
collection service

Return on the Go
Users return the
packaging at
store/drop-off point

B2B Packaging
and Reuse
Inter-industry
reuse systems

Source: Original diagram sourced from the Ellen MacArthur Foundation website, September 2021. The diagram is reproduced by
T. Rowe Price specifically for inclusion in this article, and its use does not reflect the views of the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, nor does it
reflect or imply the foundation’s endorsement.
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